A novel implantable device for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea: clinical safety and feasibility
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Objective: Many cases of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) involve collapse of the tongue base and soft palate during sleep, causing occlusion of the upper airway and leading to oxygen desaturation. Existing therapies can be effective, but they are plagued by patient adherence issues and the invasiveness of surgical approaches. A new, minimally invasive implant for OSA has been developed, which is elastic and contracts a few weeks after deployment, stabilizing the surrounding soft tissue. The device has had good outcomes in preclinical testing; this report describes the preliminary feasibility and safety of its implementation in humans.

Patients and methods: A prospective, multicenter, single-arm feasibility study was conducted. Subjects were adults with moderate-to-severe OSA who had previously failed or refused conventional continuous positive airway pressure treatment. Intraoperative feasibility data, postoperative feasibility data, postoperative pain, and safety information were collected for a 30-day postoperative period.

Results: Forty subjects participated (37 men, three women; average age of 46.1 years); each received two tongue-base implants and two soft-palate implants. Surgical procedure time averaged 43 minutes. Postsurgical pain resolved readily in most cases; at 30 days post implantation, <20% of subjects reported pain, which averaged less than two out of ten. Adverse events were generally the mild and expected sequelae of a surgical procedure with general anesthesia and intraoral manipulation. The device was well tolerated. Implant extrusions were reported with soft-palate implants (n=12), while tongue-base implants required few revisions (n=2). Quantitative and qualitative sleep effectiveness outcomes (including full-night polysomnographic and quality-of-life measures) will be presented in a subsequent report.

Conclusion: Implantation of the device was feasible. Although a relatively high rate of extrusions occurred in the now-discontinued palate implants, tongue-base implants were largely stable and well tolerated. The minimally invasive and maintenance-free implant may provide a new alternative to higher morbidity surgical procedures.
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Introduction

Sleep disorders have been described in the medical literature since the 19th century.¹ Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a treatable but markedly underdiagnosed condition of frequent breathing pauses during sleep. OSA is defined by recurrent episodes of apnea (complete cessation of airflow) or hypopnea associated with persistent respiratory effort during sleep.² OSA is associated with a number of significant health consequences, such as cardiovascular disease, atherosclerosis, hypertension, heart failure, arrhythmias, stroke, diabetes, headaches, depression and impaired motor/visual skills, accidents,
and all-cause mortality. The US/European prevalence of OSA is 2%–11%, and its health care costs are estimated at $34 billion.

One of the more common etiologies of OSA is the collapse of the soft palate and/or tongue base during sleep. Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) provides a “pneumatic splint” that holds the airway open and reduces the standard of care, reducing cardiovascular risk. The effectiveness of CPAP, although high with perfect usage, is less under typical conditions because up to 40% of patients are unable to tolerate it or are nonadherent. Surgical options may be investigated upon failure or intolerance to these interventions, as most do not require daily equipment use and therefore do not depend on patient adherence. Surgeons aim to improve upper airway patency by widening the airway, removing anatomical obstruction, stiffening the pharyngeal wall, and/or increasing muscle tone without compromising normal functions such as breathing, speaking, and swallowing.

A large variety of surgical options exist, including reduction of nasal obstruction, oropharyngeal enlargement (uvulopalatopharyngoplasty or modifications with/without tonsillectomy, expansion sphincter pharyngoplasty, or transpalatal advancement pharyngoplasty), hypopharyngeal dilation, maxillomandibular advancement, rigid tongue implants, tongue suture techniques and tongue/hyoid suspension techniques, and hypoglossal nerve stimulation. Effective ness of these surgical approaches ranges from 30% to 66%, depending on technique, although definitive assessment is difficult because the field of published literature in this interventional area is primarily composed of small cohort studies of varying methodology. Radio frequency tissue ablation is gaining popularity as an OSA treatment, and a recent meta-analysis concluded its effectiveness for base-of-tongue procedures. However, randomized, controlled trials have not demonstrated consistent evidence for the effectiveness of surgical and implant approaches, and a systematic review on surgery for sleep apnea concluded that the overall significant benefit of surgery has not been demonstrated.

Regardless of their clinical effectiveness, all of these interventions – like any surgical approach – carry morbidity risks including infection in addition to significant recovery time. In OSA surgeries, there is a perioperative complication rate of ~7%, including serious ones such as hemorrhage, edema, and upper-airway obstruction, which can carry legal implications. In addition, approximately half of the patients report long-term problems with dysphagia, voice changes, and a foreign-body sensation in the throat. Swallowing dysfunction has a reported incidence as high as 87% in the early postoperative period, resolving to ~12% (and generally of mild severity) after 6 months. Moreover, the applicability of OSA surgeries is limited by the technical difficulty of performing the procedures and their considerable cost.

Thus, there remains a clear need for an OSA solution that can address issues of patient adherence and provide a significant and lasting effect with minimal disruption of tissue. To be effective, an OSA treatment must address all potential sources of upper-airway obstruction (principally collapse of the soft palate and/or tongue base during sleep) or be compatible with other OSA interventions to allow utilization in multilevel disease and have reproducible outcomes for a broad user base with minimal training. Furthermore, the design of any implanted device must incorporate materials with long-term biocompatibility and lifetime stability, be easy to implant and remove (if desired), possess sufficient strength to provide soft tissue support but have sufficient elasticity to allow for normal speech and swallowing without any awareness of the device, use well-accepted and readily available biomaterials, and be easily and reproducibly manufactured at a reasonable cost.

A novel device for the treatment of OSA has been developed in accordance with these aims and was tested in laboratory conditions and in animal models. Results indicated that it is biocompatible and well tolerated. This report describes the feasibility and acute safety data of the first trial of this novel device in human subjects; clinical and patient-reported effectiveness outcomes will be presented in a forthcoming report.

Patients and methods

Study design

This prospective, multicenter, single-arm feasibility study was conducted to evaluate the safety and feasibility of a novel implantable device for the treatment of OSA.

Four Ethics Committee-approved investigational centers in Germany, Canada, and the Czech Republic were involved. All site personnel were trained before the study, including implantation training in cadavers if necessary. Administrative staff were instructed in proper data collection, storage, and study procedures. The study was conducted in conformance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the laws and regulations of the participating country, whichever afforded the greater protection to the human subject.
**Patient selection**

Study candidates were recruited from the investigators’ clinical practices and through referrals and advertising. Subjects gave their full written informed consent prior to any study activities. Appropriate subjects were adults with moderate-to-severe OSA (defined as an Apnea-Hypopnea index [AHI] of >15 events/h to ≤40 events/h) who had previously refused or failed treatment with CPAP. To maximize the generalizability of the study, no subjects were excluded on the basis of ethnicity or other demographic factors. Key inclusion/exclusion criteria are listed in Table 1. Subjects received reimbursement for travel-related expenses as required.

**Device and treatment**

The implant is a linear silicone elastic element with polyester-reinforced loops on each end. At implantation, the elastic element of the implant is held in its extended state by an external sheath of poly(lactide-co-glycolide) bioabsorbable polymer. A radio-opaque marker at each end of the implant allows fluoroscopic visualization if desired. Subjects are placed briefly under general anesthesia for the procedure. Two palate implants are placed through a curved trocar using an intraoral approach, and two tongue implants are placed through a straight trocar using a submental approach (Figure 1). Soft-palate placement is typically through two 4 mm-long lateral incisions at the hard palate/soft palate junction spaced ∼5 mm to the right and left of the centerline, while tongue placement typically uses a single 8–10 mm incision at the base of the mandible on the centerline. No incision is made inside the mouth for the tongue-base implants. Trocar insertion utilizes tactile feedback at the base of the tongue to gauge the depth of the trocar tip. The first implant is placed along the midline adjacent to the raphe of the tongue parallel to the mandible line, terminating in the submucosa just above the vallecula. The second implant is placed along the midline adjacent to the opposite side of the raphe and terminating in the submucosa 2–3 cm above the first implant. The surgical procedure also includes the optional use of X-ray imaging in the lateral and anterior–posterior directions to assist the placement of the tongue trocars as well as verification of the implant position.

Preoperative antiseptic oral rinse, prophylactic antibiotics, and postoperative antibiotics (5–7 days) were administered along with appropriate wound care.

After implantation, normal healing anchors the loop ends into the target tissue. The poly(lactide-co-glycolide) formulation is a bioabsorbable material that dissolves within a few weeks and only after acute healing has occurred, allowing the elastic elements to contract and stabilize the tissue between the anchor sites. During sleep-disordered breathing, this support is intended to maintain patency of the airway by preventing the collapse of the tongue base and supporting the soft palate. Because the implants are flexible, they are expected to be compliant with normal function of the target tissue, eg, swallowing and speech.

**Study schedule**

Study eligibility was confirmed via baseline physical/ otolaryngological examination and standard polysomnographic parameters. Surgical procedural times were recorded. Subjects recorded their daily pain ratings (on a standard 10 cm Visual Analog Scale [VAS]), diet modifications, and pain medication use for the 30 days following implantation. Adverse events (AEs) were managed according to standard care at the study centers and categorized for reporting according to their intensity, relatedness to the device or procedure, outcome, and treatment or action taken. Problems with speaking, swallowing, or breathing were assessed by physician interview, airway examination, and assessment for AEs at each study visit. Reported here are feasibility and safety data from the implant procedure through 30 days post procedure in order to characterize the acute performance and results. Effectiveness outcomes will be presented in a subsequent report.

**Table 1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Key exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderate-to-severe sleep apnea with AHI between 15 and 40</td>
<td>Prior OSA surgery (including investigational devices) except full/partial tonsillectomy, adenoidectomy, and nasal surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of airway collapse at the soft palate and/or base of the tongue Between 18 years and 65 years of age</td>
<td>Enlarged tonsils (3+ and 4+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (BMI) ≤32 kg/m²</td>
<td>Anatomy of the oral cavity, tongue, or soft palate unable to accommodate the implant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects must have been offered CPAP and refused or failed to continue</td>
<td>Significant rhinitis/nasal obstruction, dysphagia, or major pulmonary disorders including COPD and uncontrolled asthma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; AHI, Apnea-Hypopnea index; COPD, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease; CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure.
Data management and statistical analysis

Study data were recorded and stored in compliance with local regulations and were periodically monitored by the study sponsor for quality and completeness. Procedures to prevent compromise of subject confidentiality were employed. Because this was a “first-in-man” trial of a novel device, implantations of ten-subject cohorts were completed and assessed for the feasibility of the implant procedure and any complications before proceeding to implantations of the next ten-subject cohort. Descriptive statistics were calculated. Unless otherwise noted, data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean.

Results

Subjects

Forty subjects received implants between May 2011 and February 2013. There were 37 men (92.5%) and three women (7.5%). All subjects were Caucasian. The mean age at procedure was 46.1 years, with a range of 25–65 years. Mean baseline body mass index (BMI) was 28.3 kg/m², with a protocol deviation granted by the study sponsor for enrollment of one subject whose BMI of 32.7 kg/m² slightly exceeded the inclusion criterion of 32 kg/m². OSA-relevant characteristics (ie, palate rating, tongue size, modified Mallampati [MMP] score, tonsillar grade, neck circumference, and soft palate length) were recorded to allow analysis of response and complication rates as a function of these characteristics (Table 2).

Procedural feasibility

Each subject received two tongue-base implants and two soft-palate implants. The mean surgical time was 43 minutes (range: 21–110 minutes), which included the time needed for
anesthesia induction and fluoroscopic imaging. There was a trend at each of the study centers for early procedures to be lengthier than the procedures performed after some practice (Figure 2). Early procedures involved increased positioning of trocars and evaluation of implant position with fluoroscopic imaging for future evaluation of implant position versus the therapeutic effect of the implants. Later procedures continued to include fluoroscopic evaluation of implant positioning but contained fewer incidence of repositioning of the implant trocar, which was responsible for much of the procedure time decrease.

Complications and adverse events

Postoperative pain

Of the 40 subjects, 36 completed a pain diary for the 30 days following the implantation procedure. Thirty-two subjects (89%) reported diet modifications, employing a soft diet for 7.8 days (±0.8). Twenty-nine subjects (81%) reported using pain medications for an average of 6.9 days (±0.9). All subjects reported some procedure-related pain (>0). Immediately after the procedure (day 1), the average pain rating was 5.9 out of 10. The severe acute pain of one subject necessitated overnight hospital admission; it resolved without sequelae. In general, pain rapidly resolved, with 30 subjects (83%) reporting pain at day 10 (average of 2.8) and seven subjects (19%) reporting pain at day 30 (average of 1.6; Table 3).

Adverse events

There were 94 AEs among 40 subjects. Seventy-four AEs were determined to be related to the device or procedure. A majority of AEs were the expected sequelae of a minor surgical procedure with general anesthesia and were mild. One event, postsurgical pain that necessitated an inpatient night for observation after implantation, was categorized as a serious adverse event, although its severity was rated as mild.

Two subjects each had one of their tongue-base implants removed; both removals were considered serious adverse events. In one case, the subject removed an implant by himself by manually exploring the submental implant track and pulling on the implant. The site was inspected by the investigator, closed, and resolved without sequelae. In the second case, the subject developed an infection that necessitated explantation and was resolved with a course of antibiotics.

Twelve subjects experienced the extrusion of at least one soft-palate implant. Ten subjects each had one of their soft-palate implants removed, and two subjects required trimming of the implant due to extrusion of the implant end into the airway. All events resolved without sequelae.

Removal of tongue and palate implants typically took just a few minutes under local anesthesia and was without difficulty in all instances. Most removals were performed through the initial incision site. The removal process included access of the implant through the incision, freeing the exposed implant loop from tissue, grasping the exposed implant end with forceps, and removing the implant by pulling on the implant loop to stretch and remove the implant. In cases where the opposite implant end was healed and anchored on to the tissue, the implant was removed by grasping the implant loop with forceps near the incision site, pulling on the implant loop to stretch the elastic implant, dissecting along the length of the implant body with surgical scissors toward the opposite end, and trimming near that

![Table 3 Pain, diet modification, and pain medication usage reported by most subjects in the immediate postoperative period](https://www.dovepress.com/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequelae of procedure</th>
<th>Number of subjects experiencing (%)</th>
<th>Mean number of days experienced</th>
<th>SEM</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diet modifications</td>
<td>32 (89)</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain medication</td>
<td>29 (81)</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1–22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had any pain</td>
<td>36 (100)</td>
<td>19.08</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>3–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain intensity, by postoperative day</td>
<td>No. of subjects reporting pain (VAS &gt;0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1–5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.5–3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Pain largely resolved by 30 days post implantation.

**Abbreviations:** SEM, standard error of mean; VAS, Visual Analog Scale.
implant end, the opposite loop, or the tissue attachment through the loop to remove most or all of the implant. Revision of the tissue surrounding the implant was performed if necessary before closure of the incision site. In all cases, patient symptoms completely and quickly resolved after implant removal.

The device was well tolerated in subjects; no AEs regarding effects on speaking, swallowing, or detrimental effect on breathing were reported, despite specific queries for these events (Table 4). Effectiveness outcomes, which will be presented in an upcoming report, included overnight polysomnographic studies at 6-monthly intervals, which will further characterize change in sleep-disordered breathing. Furthermore, the implanter system and the implants functioned as intended during the implantation procedure and did not break or malfunction.

Discussion

The demographics of the subjects enrolled in this study were representative of the OSA patients treated at the referring clinics in terms of age and sex, although it is noted that the proportion of women in this study (7.5%) was smaller than the prevalence in the general population (up to 15%), a fact that is nevertheless complicated by the fact that women are less likely to be diagnosed and aggressively treated. This study excluded most obese participants because of the selection criteria taking into account the historically reported low efficacy rates of surgical interventions in the higher BMI population. In particular, feedback from surgeons indicated that subjects with lower BMI, small tonsils/absence of lingual tonsils, and no major palate contribution were the ideal candidates in regard to the surgical implantation procedure. The surgical time required for the implantation procedure was short. As would be expected for a “first-in-man procedure”, the procedure times were related to the experience of the implanting physician. Surgeons noted that a considerable portion of the surgical time involved fluoroscopic visualization and consideration of optimal implant placement. Revised implanter tools have been released for the next-generation iteration of the device; this is expected to reduce procedural times by eliminating the need for X-ray guidance. Procedure time is also expected to decrease with continued experience, improved tooling, and fewer evaluations performed for study purposes, although it will vary among the institutions; for example, teaching hospitals may have longer procedure times to instruct and train additional staff.

The device was well tolerated by subjects in this study. The postoperative pain was moderate and well within the lower range expected for ablative procedures. Pain diminished considerably during the 30-day postoperative period assessed, with the average duration of soft-food diet modifications and pain medications being ~7 days. The majority of AEs were expected and mild. The rate of extrusion of tongue-base implants was low and, although the rate of infection was 5%, the overall risk of infection may be lower with this approach as compared to other OSA surgeries because no intraoral incision is required to place the tongue implants. The risk profile with this intervention is similar to or better than with other implants for the tongue (complication rates of 15%-30% for tongue-base suspension and 0%-33% for tongue-base suspension with uvulopalatopharyngoplasty, and ~25% for mandible tethering) and has a lower morbidity profile than other more invasive surgical methods, although it is recognized that the rate of complications and long-term negative consequences of surgical interventions for OSA is poorly characterized. Thus, the risks with this novel implant are considered to be acceptable as compared to other surgical approaches treating sleep apnea. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, no subjects reported instances of foreign-body sensation, swallowing insufficiency, tongue mobility effects, or speech impediments, unlike with other procedures. In fact, investigators anecdotally report that...
some subjects have relayed having had no awareness of the implant whatsoever, after the healing process. Overnight polysomnographic studies were conducted in these subjects at baseline and at 6-monthly intervals to measure changes in sleep-disordered breathing; data will be presented in the upcoming effectiveness paper.

Unfortunately, there was a high incidence of device extrusions in the soft palate. Such events have been observed with other palate implants with an occurrence of —9%, likely due to the thinness of the palate mucosal tissue. 48 Although extruding implants were readily addressed with minor procedures to remove or trim the implants, palate implants have been eliminated from the next-generation product configuration, which focuses only on tongue implants. Thus, physicians may perform their preferred procedure for addressing palate-level closure in those patients who require it.

It was noted during the study that two implants in the tongue base appeared insufficient to provide optimal tongue coverage for some subjects. Future studies would involve four implants placed along the midline of the tongue axially adjacent to one another to span a broader area of the tongue base with potentially greater effectiveness at preventing closure. Effectiveness outcomes will be presented in a subsequent report.

Conclusion
In this report, we presented the first human data for a first-generation sleep apnea system and placement procedure designed to treat OSA, a multifactorial, multilevel condition. The minimally invasive nature of the novel implants and their delivery were chosen instead of other more invasive or destructive and irreversible ablative options. The device and implantation tools were demonstrated to be feasible; the reported post-implantation issues (eg, palate extrusions) were due to issues with implant location/depth, placement of device, or infection, rather than device failures per se. The implant is believed to stabilize the tongue base and soft palate to increase the airway caliber and thus decrease the degree of airway collapse during sleep. The feasibility/usability data in this report demonstrates that this device has a safety profile that is favorable compared to other available treatments for tongue-base OSA, such as surgical remodeling of the airway. The tongue implant was well tolerated with no foreign-body sensation or difficulties with speech or swallowing, thus validating the design concept for the device. The soft-palate implant extruded at a significant frequency, and therefore will require technical adaptations and has been discontinued for the near term. Although the study’s conclusions are limited by its single-arm design and sample size, this clinical series provides early indications of the system’s safety and appropriateness for the treatment of tongue-base OSA. Future reports will present clinical effectiveness via comparison of pre- and post-treatment outcome measures.
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